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Are you a  member  of  the  êvineê? Or  are  you a  member  of  the

êdoorê?  Indeed  such  questions  are  not  usually  heard  in  Christian

environments. Yet are you a member of êthe Body of Christê this is heard,

and it is universally accepted that this phrase refers to the church of this

age. It is not a figure of speech¯that is, it is not a nonliteral expression

utilized to add emphasis or force to some concept. No. It is a literal phrase,

descriptive as can be of a very real living Being. The Body of Christ, is the

church, the great composite construction of all  elected saints from every

dispensation. Portions of it  exist today in a visible sense, other portions

(members)  exist  in  a  spiritual  sense.  This  brief  paper  is  dedicated  to

elucidating this church, this reality.   

The phrase êbody of Christê occurs only in the Pauline epistles in our

New Testaments.  The phrase seems clear and elicits, usually, no confusion.

However some well-meaning religious groups have added some ramifications

which could damage the pristine semantics of this phrase. 

The phrase êbody of Christ" has several similar genitive forms in the

original Greek. It appears as such:

Colossians 2:17. . . . . . . . . . . swma tou Cristou  

I Corinthians 12:27 . . . . . . . . swma Cristou

Romans 7:4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . swmatoj tou Cristou

I Corinthians 10:16                    ê

Ephesians 4:12                          ê

We have a total of five occurrences of this phrase. Each is rendered as

êbody of Christê, or as êthe Body of Christê. It  is not a noun with an

appositive, that is êbodyê does not equal êChristê; rather the whole phrase

is a title, like The New York Times, or, The Times of New York.



Similar  phrases  such  as  êbody  of  Jesus  Christ"  [Hebrews  10:10],

êbody of Jesus" [Matthew 27:58, John 19:40, Luke 23:52], et cetera, have

not the same connotation as the genitives which Paul uses. Paul never utters

the phrase êbody of Jesus",  nor does he dwell much upon the earthly body

or temporary corpse of Jesus of Nazareth. A corporate sense is denoted in

Paul's usage, and except in the breaking of the bread and the drinking of the

mildly fermented grape juice in the gospel accounts (and I Corinthians 11),

it is Paul who prefers this idiom to express this unity.  John too, offers a

glimpse in John 6:51-58, however John never refers to the êbodyê as a, or

the church!

Unity or incorporation, is not limited to Paul when descriptions are

forwarded to express the church or the oneness of believers. Nor is this

phrase êbody of Christê the only phrase used by Paul to express the unity of

believers.   He  also  uses:  êlump" -  I  Corinthians   5:6,7,  Galatians  5:9;

êcommon man"  - Ephesians  2:15; êchildren" - Romans 8:16;  as a garden

(and a building) - I Corinthians 3:6-9; êIsrael" - Galatians 6:16; êfellow-

citizens" - Ephesians 2:19;  as a êholy place" - I Corinthians 6:19;  as a

êmarriage"  -  Ephesians  5:31,32.  All  of  these  words  and phrases  express

various shades of the unity of believers, some aspects have an eschatological

bent, some a spiritual bent, but all are used by Paul to express a unity.

John uses a êvine",  Peter uses a stone altar or building. Many of the

apostles,  prior  to  Paul,  referred  to  Israel  as  êtribes",  or  with  the  term

êelect",  the word êsheep" is also noted; these too manifest a unity. Paul's

usage of êbody" magnifies the aspect of a personal unity. It is  especially

relevant to his ministry as it communicates specific concepts already formed

in the minds of the Greeks.

There are those who declare that just because the phrase êbody of

Christ" occurs only in the Pauline corpus¯it may have a significance above

and beyond the other terms expressing unity, or that there is some deeper

or hidden meaning or truth in this phrase. Paul uses this phrase to express

the unity of  believers  as it  has  a  clear meaning  especially  when viewed



within  the  history  of  the  Greek  language.  It  can  inject  ancient  Greek

imagery (as seen in Plato) and it explains elements related to the êLord's

supper". 

Of the five Pauline usages, shown above, only two refer to the Body

as that mystical Body of Christ (the Church). These two being I Corinthians

12:27 and the phrase at Ephesians 4:12. There are other references to that

mystical Body, which however, are not as per the exact genitive forms prior

illustrated: for example Colossians 1:18, Romans 12:5, I Corinthians 6:19,

20, 10:16, (et cetera) note Ephesians 1:22, 23 below;

...to the church (23) which is His body, the fullness of Him w(W)ho fills all in all.
(NASB)

“ ”Though perhaps intrusive, I need to comment upon the first all  in

Ephesians 1:23. It is ta panta in the original Greek, it is plural, neuter and

“ ”an accusative case. It is often rendered as (the) all things . But, notably

“ ”here and often in Colossians, it refers to all people , neuter reflecting both

“ ”male and female. For example at Galatians 3:8 it refers to all nations :

...In Thee shall all the nations (panta ta eqnh) be blessed. (ASV)

“ ”In this Galatians quote the all  is  neuter as nations, is  of course

“neuter. Another clarifying example is at Galatians 3:22, ...the Scripture has

”shut up all men under sin... .

alla sunekleisen h grafh ta panta upo amartian ina h epaggelia ek 
pistewj Ihsou Cristou doqh toij pisteuousin. 
(modified NA 26th edition)

    

In the above the ta panta  refers to all humans (neuter), it certainly

cannot mean all things, as the promise is given to those who possess the



faith of Christ, those who do not are shut up under sin; rocks and trees and

other such things, are not included! Some translations have rendered this ta

panta “ ” in Galatians 3:22 as all things  which shows that the editors did not

consider the ramifications (such as the CEB). One more point: at Ephesians

1:22, 23; Christ is Head over the Body, the Church, which is composed of

humans (neuter),  not things.  Which is  unfortunately  what most  English

translations produce. Again the many editors did not really consider what it

“ ”means if the Church = all things !

So the Church is the Body of Christ, and one portion (heavenly) is

being built today. Paul is the êarchitect" of this heavenly body-part, but the

phrase  êbody  of  Christ"  can  be  applied  to  believing  Israelites  of  all

dispensations as well, and occassionally is. Perhaps this can be illustrated by

observing  the  genesis  (beginning)  of  the  êbody  of  Christ",  and  its

components. First its genesis.

THE WHEN

Some maintain that the beginning of the êbody of Christ" began with

the ministry of the apostle Paul, this about mid-Acts; until then it did not

exist.  The êwhen" is dependent upon the êwhat". The êbody" is the union

of  all  believers  since  Adam.  An  important  distinction  is  that  Paul  is

constructing the  new portion known as the êholy place" [naoj] which is

heavenly. As a heavenly portion it has heavenly hopes, a heavenly Lord, and

a  heavenly  inheritance,  with  heavenly  bodies  promised,  and  heavenly

rewards.  Too, it is built on the basis of faith, incorporating election.  Prior

works of men are not involved, nor is  the Jewish (or any) Law. Paul's

gospel is one of grace, it is Christ-centered, and its core meaning is the same

as that which the 12 preached as per First Corinthians 15:1-4, 11.  Paul

adds the heavenly hopes, and shows the mysterious (and preplanned) grace

of God extended to the nations.



The body is composed of various parts. However its primary con-

struction is  twofold -  earthly  and heavenly.  God is  building the heavenly

portion today. After the heavenly portion is êraptured" [arpazw], he again

returns to building the earthly portion. Both groups are united in one, but

the manifestation of the union is future - Ephesians 1:10. This concept is

admittedly  deep,  Paul  quotes  Genesis  at  Ephesians  5:31  to  attempt  to

explain this mystery of the union of the church. Wherein he  implies  that

God had therefore, predetermined this union; hence the quote from Genesis

“ ”2:24, in which the one flesh  describes the unity of believers and Christ,

which is obviously related to a BODY. Christ Himself manifests a mysterious

union of the earthly and heavenly! 

Let us compare two passages and observe some similarities:

GALATIANS 1:13 I CORINTHIANS 1:2

For you heard concerning my to the church of God in Corinth

former behavior, when [I was] in to those who have been and

Judaism that exceedingly I had been remain sanctified in Christ Jesus

persecuting the church of God, and called saints, with all those who

I had been trying to waste it.            call upon the name of the Lord 

of ours Christ Jesus in all places

both  theirs and ours.

Note that  before Paul began his missionary journeys, and before he

was saved,  the êchurch [ekklhsia]  of  God" was prior  existing,  certainly

Galatians 1:13 makes this clear. The êchurch of Godê in Galatians 1:13 is

that Messianic Church of Judea and Jerusalem! Further, he refers to the

believers in Corinth, who are largely non-Jewish, as the êchurch of God".

The conclusion is obvious, and intended. 



Note these two quotes:

GALATIANS 3:26 ISAIAH 1:1,2

For you are all sons of God through The vision of Isaiah the son of Amoz

the faith of Christ Jesus. concerning Judah and Jerusalem for 

Ífor the Lord speaks: êSons I have 

reared and brought upê.

Again common sense and a  literal  understanding produces a  clear

unity between the groups addressed.  Both are sons of God, both groups are

of the church of God, and both will retain certain identifying distinctions

[for example, no Israelite is told that his citizenship is in heaven!].

The  earthly  body-part  began  with  the  first  believer¯Adam.  The

heavenly body-part began with the saving of Paul. Though the earthly body-

part has an eternal earthly future and inheritance, it will  be, somehow,

joined with the heavenly body-part in the future [Ephesians 1:10].  This

union  is  exemplified  in  the  epistle  which  has  êUnity"  as  its  theme,

Ephesians, note Ephesians 2:19-22:

So then, no longer are you aliens and temporary dwellers, but you are fellow-citizens

of the saints and household of the God, since having been built upon the  foundation

of the apostles and prophets; Christ Jesus Himself being [the] Cornerstone. In Whom

every building is being fitted together, growing into [a] sanctuary [naoj] holy in [the]

Lord.  In Whom you also are being built-together for [purpose] habitation of the God

in Spirit.

Below is a rendering illustrating the Body of Christ as a four sided

construction:



Each  section  is  illustrative  of  a  building  program,  each  occurring  during  a  particular

dispensation. In this¯the “church age”¯the edifice was a mystery! Paul clarifies it all.

Note that pasa of verse 21 above, is rendered as êevery" and not as

êwhole". This great êbuilding" has been being built, is being built, and will

be built. It incorporates believers from all ages. With this¯êall Israel will be

saved". 

–[Note my essay on the meaning of the word  Israel: 

www.Biblical-data.org/Israel_meaning.pdf]  

This ênew man" of Ephesians 2:15 is not any closer to God than the

other prior building constructions which God has built. However, we are

each a naos (naoj), a special holy place. In  each of us dwells the Holy

Spirit, we are thus walking temples, no other construction element has such



a blessing! Hence, the church of this age, is unique, it is a part of the Body

of Christ, it is not THE body, it is a portion. Verse 12 of Ephesians 2, shows

that one group was separated from Christ, but this separation had nothing

to do with election,  it  was a separation due to dispensational  divisions.

(That is, during the êLawê age, we Gentiles were basically excluded, very

few elected Gentiles existed at that time, those that did exist often became

proselytes to Judaism [though not all]). Ephesians 2:16 is clear in showing

that now both groups (earthly Israelites, and Gentiles) are joined in  ONE

body.  [i.e. the êelect" from both are now joined].

The composite body is  a concept which Paul emphasizes, but the

actual parts have long existed, though one portion was hidden in the Word

of God, and not exposed until the ministry of Paul. The future êKingdom

church" is yet to be incorporated, yet it shall also be êbuilt-together". The

future Kingdom Church, is of the earthly portion of the body, it has earthly

hopes, an earthly King, resurrected earthly bodies, it is the êBrideê, et al. 

Finally as concerns the êwhen", the death and resurrection of the

Lord Jesus Christ provided the glue for the union, the precious blood of

Jesus. The whole composite body was preplanned long ago by God. Paul

first illuminates the hidden building plans, hidden IN God's Word [Ephesians

3:9] hidden  BY God  IN His Word. Often translations give the reader the

sense that the mystery was hidden in God, which really is meaningless. My

“ ”correction adds clarity:  again, the mystery  was  hidden by God  IN His

written  Word.  Paul  (especially  in  Romans)  extensively  quotes  the  Old

Testament  illustrating  and  unraveling  the  hidden  plans.  Incredibly  it  lay

there for centuries, encased within the very text of God's written Word. The

obvious  conclusion  is  that  this  mystery  was  preplanned,  and  it  was

amazingly hidden within the text of God's written Word in such a manner

that our enemy, Satan (lacking Paul's special revelations, his insight) could

not  see  the  plan.  When a  Bible  student  first  learns  of  the  mystery  via

studying Paul's epistles, the insights gained are indescribably motivating!



THE COMPONENTS

In John 6:51,56 we note that believers must êeat" the body of Jesus,

and partake of His blood, or else they were none of His. We know how the

Catholic theologians use this text. Yet, we should be aware of its figurative

meaning.  Believers must be a part of Christ. They must êingest" Him. This

ingestion  is  akin  to  êbaptism"  which  is  the  incorporation  of  something

within something else.  These references  are  similar  to  Pauline  usages  of

êbody". In this age, the Holy Spirit places each convert into [baptizw, to

baptize] the body of Christ,¯I Corinthians 12:13 and Galatians 3:27. And it

is safe to state that He places each child of God into one of the portions of

the Body (Ephesians 2:11-22). Each êmember" has a function, each member

is a part. Hence within the unity is also a divine diversity. The Body of

Christ can be envisioned in several ways; one, as in the above building and

its  components  forming  a  four  sided  figure.  Recall  that  the  Body  (this

Church) has no distinctions such as male or female, Jew or Gentile, no

circumcised  or  uncircumcised.  Generally  all  members  are  equal,  though

some  will  receive  rewards  and  have  special  inheritances.  The

earthly/heavenly may also not be a permanent distinction! Note in Galatians

3:28, 29 the connection to Israel (Abraham's offspring) is made evident in

this quote.

There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free man, there is neither 

male nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus.  29 And if you belong to Christ, 

then you are Abraham's offspring, heirs according to promise. (NASB)

In this  essay  I  have used  two visual  illustrations  to  illustrate  this

body. Below is another way to visualize this Body, simply as two elements,

earthly and heavenly, per the following illustration:



Christ - the Head

earthly Israel heavenly Israel

   has signs and                                                              no signs

      miracles                                                                 faith only

   

                                                                                 

earthly hopes, earthly inher- heavenly hopes and inher-

itance, past and future church itance, present church

[kings, priests, prophets, etc] [pastors, teachers, elders] 

            ALL FUNCTIONING MEMBERS OF THE ONE BODY

There is only one body, but many members. Paul never refers to any

group which he writes to as THE Body of Christ. Each is a part of the Body

of Christ. Note the Greek of I Corinthians 12:27: 

umeij de este swma Cristou kai melh ek merouj

êbut you are body of Christ and members of (a) portionê

The  subject  êyou"  umeij is  of  Christ's  body.  The  same  subject  is

further a portion of a part. In this age, this portion I believe, is the heavenly

portion. The body is a corporate construction; if it were not so, then it



would not be a body. It must have a variety of members, each member with

function(s)  which  assist  with  body  growth  and  maintenance.  [note

especially I Corinthians 12:12, 25, and the appended closing note!].

In  Colossians  2:17,  the  genitive  functions  as  one  which  shows

possession or is a partitive genitive - To de swma tou Cristou - literally

êbut the body [is] of Christ" [it belongs to or is a part of Christ]. Note the

words êentire body" of verse 19 in chapter 2 of Colossians! Literally the

usage  of  êbody"  in  verse  17  is  as  a  contrast  to  shadow.  But  the

possessive/partitive usage of  the genitive is displayed. These observations

should  result  when  one  considers  I  Corinthians  12:27  (above)  and

Colossians 2:17, 19:

(1) the church in Corinth is not THE body of Christ, but are members of some

sort of a portion, part of a section.

(2) the body is growing (Colossians 2:19), it is composite.

Ephesians 5:30 is relevant here too,  êbecause members we are of His

body".  Paul and company and the audience(s) of the Ephesian epistle are

not the body of Christ, they are members or a part of it. (And beware of

the addition of the article êthe" before êbody" which the KJV editors added

to the text of 1 Corinthians 12:27.). [see appended note]

Romans 12:5, is not referring to the mystical êBody of Christ", but

rather is using êbody" as a figure to illustrate diversity within the church.

Paul wants the Roman believers to respect the humble and or various graces

given to each member. This is another usage of the word for êbody" [swma]

in the Pauline corpus.



In Ephesians 2:19 the êfellow-citizens" are the earthly Israelites  and

the current believers. Here an earthly unity is noted. In Philippians 3:20, a

heavenly citizenship is applied to the Jewish-Gentile saints. Saints today,

bear this type of dual citizenship, note the Greek term pepoliteumai in Acts

23:1, wherein Paul states that he has êlived in all good conscience".  êHave

lived" is the same type of word for êcitizenê as seen in Philippians 3:20 and

Ephesians 2:12 and 19.1 As per Witmer, Paul is probably referring to both

his citizenships here. Israel is in a divorced state from God in this age, but

back in Acts a partial reconciliation was beginning, a believing Israel was

manifest! In the book of Acts wherein two ages were rubbing shoulders,

portions of two churches were co-existing! One earthly and one heavenly.

As Acts progresses, we learn that one church (the Messianic Church) is

temporarily set aside in this dispensation.

Finally,  Paul  uses  êbody"  as  a  term  to  indicate  a  composition

particularly because the Greeks have been using this term to represent a

unity  for  some  time  before  Paul.  The  concept  is  not  new,  nor  its

applications by Paul¯the union of the earthly/heavenly.  Plato spoke of the

kinship of the human being with the great cosmos.2 And in the Orphicorum

Fragmenta,  we read that Zeus was considered as the êHead" and as the

êcenter" of all things, with his êboundless body".3  Philo also uses êbody" to

show a corporate composition, and the Qumran community viewed itself as

a cosmic planting and building.4

Thus Paul uses êbody of Christ";  we do well to recognize it as one

of a variety of terms which are used to describe the past, present and future

unity of God's people. Yet, clearly, êBodyê is much more personal, and is

literally descriptive of our relationship to our Head, Jesus Christ, we are a

part of Him! In the epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians, he reassures

these saints and all those throughout the empire, that they are not excluded.

The term êbody" is very relevant and personal in these epistles which were

circulated amongst the churches of Asia Minor and Europe, and which are

written TO the saints in this the same age; the age of the construction of

the heavenly body part, the age of grace, or the age of the Church.
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ADDITIONAL  NOTE

The most natural reading of I Corinthians 12:27b from the Greek

text, would produce this: ê...and members of [a] portion."  êMembers of a

portion" is the literal translation of melh ek merouj. êPortion" is the singular

genitive - merouj  it is not a pronoun and it does not equal the word êbody"

which is seen in the beginning of this verse. Hence, these saints are not a

part,  or  members  of  an  êit"  which  the  NASB postulates.  Paul  is  clearly

declaring  that  they  are  members  of  some  part  or  portion.  Most

commentaries and translations simply equate êpart" with êbody", Paul is not

saying  this!  Thus,  one  must  now  determine  just  what  this  êpart"  or

êportion"  is  of  which  they  are  members  of.  This  is  the  issue,  and  the

commentators and translators avoid it. Admittedly they do not know what

Paul is saying here!

This prepositional phrase melh ek merouj is seen nowhere else in the

entire  Greek  Bible,  it  only  occurs  here.  Some  commentators  treat  the

preposition ek as one denoting êin" and render this as¯members in part, or

in particular (Blass, Funk, Nida and Louw). It may make sense in English,

but this Greek preposition should never be rendered as êin". Here it is part

of a partitive construction, and it clearly means êmembers from out of a part

(or,  portion)".  Some  attempt  to  explain  the  êportion"  as  if  Paul  was

declaring that each individual member was a part. This is the distributive

sense, [a fine example of the distributive with êmembers" is seen at Romans

12:5],  but had Paul meant this then he would have dictated this, êkata

merojê;  this  construction  is  seen at  Hebrews 9:5.  [And note  kata with

êchurchê at  Acts 14:23, êin each (or every) church"].  Thus Paul is not

saying that these saints are individually members of that church in Corinth

(which is already obviously understood!), but he is saying that they are also

members of some greater portion. Here in I Corinthians 12, he does not

identify the portion (which point may have been distracting here).



Merouj, is used with ek in four other places in this epistle. They are:

13:9 (2x), 13:10 and 13:12. In each case a partitive sense (part of... [not

the English êin"]) is clearly meant. This writer suggests that Paul is subtly

referring to that heavenly portion. (I trust the reader is following my line of

reasoning here).

In verse 28 we note that Paul is referring to  the church universal

(apostles, and prophets of all dispensations). Verse 28 is connected to verse

27 via an explicative  kai (see below) and Paul explains that in  the church

universal not in the local assembly there is an order of priority. First in this

order is êapostles" and last is êkinds of tongues [languages]", êmiracles" are

placed in fourth position.  Each of these positions are dispersed amongst the

church universal.

Now these babes in the great city of Corinth, with their proliferation

of miracles, obviously thought that they were the êmain attraction" so-to-

speak.  Verse  28  puts  them in  perspective  in  the general  church,  or  the

church universal. What all this implies is that, here, Paul is not speaking

about  the  positions  in  each  local  assembly.  Hence  they  are  not  being

referred to as êmembers of a local assemblyê; it is asserted that the portion is

not a local assembly via the context.

In the church universal, there are primarily two portions; but here in

verses 28, Paul points to the individual functions in the church universal.

Paul is not referring to the êlocal assembly", he points these proud babes to

the universal church. Though Paul does not identify the êportion" here, (he

passes over it), it is touched upon in other contexts.  As far as this writer

knows, no one else sees this êportion" here as a heavenly one, thus this

explanation  is  due.  Why  is  a  êheavenly  portion"  possible  here?  The

following clues suggest a êheavenly portion" to this writer, and this position

is not dogmatically final. It is a suggestion per my personal understanding. 

Having spent some time in the Pauline corpus, it  is easy for this

writer to see the êheavenly" here, especially after reflecting upon the text of

Ephesians, and after having written an essay on the meaning of Israel, and



after having also written upon the text of Ephesians 1:10.  But is Paul here

at I Corinthians 12:27 implying such a distinction? This writer suspects he

is! A subtle foundation seems to be in the process of being laid. Let us begin

at verse 2 of chapter 1. Paul herein makes a reference to not only the saints

in Corinth, but adds êwith all who in every place". This unusual opening is

repeated in II Corinthians 1:1 as, êwith all the saints who are throughout

Achaia".   In  the  beginning  of  each  of  these  epistles,  and  only  in  the

beginning of these two epistles does Paul expand the borders of each local

assembly.  In  I  Corinthians  1:24,  we  note  the  êcalled"  as  coming  from

amongst both Jews and Greeks. In 2:6, Paul declares that all the saints in

Corinth are not babes, some are mature, and hence can dine upon some of

the meat in these epistles! Notice in 3:1 that êflesh" is equated with êbabes",

the immature babes in Corinth were viewed as êmen of flesh". Though they

are  indeed  saints,  nevertheless  their  minds  are  not  spiritually  aware  or

trained.  One is  left  to  infer  that  when they mature,  they will  then  be

reckoned as êspiritual". This is true of all saints, first we live as fleshly, and

then grow (hopefully), there is no circumventing this progression. 

In  I  Corinthians chapter 10,  the  reader  should note some salient

“features. In verse one, the NASB reads: ....our fathers were all under the

cloud"!  And  in  verse  2:  êand  all  were  baptized  into  Mosesê.  Thus  the

Israelites of long ago are connected to these saints in Corinth. Though Paul

is presenting an illustration, the use of êour fathers" deepens the connection.

In I Corinthians 10, at verse 18, Paul mentions êIsrael after the flesh", or

êIsrael according to the flesh" which words are totally garbled in the NIV

and NASB! They drank from the same spiritual drink (verse 4) and they

partook  of  êspiritual  food"  (verse  3).  They  partook  of  Christ  Jesus

spiritually.  Paul then goes on to discuss the Lord's Supper [communion], in

verses 16 - 22. This writer senses a feeling of identity here. 

Note verse 17 of I Corinthians 10:   

Since there is one bread, we who are many are one body; for we all partake of the

one bread. (NASB)



The same appears to be true of êIsrael according to the flesh", for

they also partook of this communion êtype", they too are a part of the êwe

all"  above.  Now the  phrase  êIsrael  according the flesh"  intimates  that  a

êspiritual Israel" must exist, or better a êheavenly Israel". Indeed, Galatians

4:26 is more than just salient:

But the Jerusalem above is free, she is our mother.

and note Galatians 6:16; 

Íthat is (kai), upon the Israel of God

(êthat is" kai is used in its explicative [i.e. explanatory] function, as also noted by

Zerwick, Winer, and H. A. W. Meyer).

The saints in Galatia are reckoned as the êIsrael of God" children of a

heavenly Jerusalem. All of this makes perfectly good sense if one acknow-

ledges an earthly and a heavenly Israel.  In fact, Paul in I Corinthians 15:38

- 50, discusses the necessity of a progression. The earthly must  first exist,

then comes the heavenly. First the natural, then the spiritual. First as babes,

then as mature. First earthly Israel, then the manifestation of the heavenly

Israel.  [Note the êkingdom" of I Corinthians 15:50, is not the Messianic

1,000  year  earthly  kingdom,  but  rather  a  heavenly  spiritual kingdom].

Earthly Israel  has earthly hopes,  and knew only an earthly/fleshly Jesus

Christ - Romans 9:5, John 1:14, I John 4:2, II John 7 (êas coming in the

flesh"); these hopes and realities are contrasted with II Corinthians 5:16,

disclosing that we (saints of this dispensation) now no longer know Christ

as  fleshly,  our  relationship  with  Jesus  is  purely  spiritual.  We  have  not

earthly hopes, our hopes are heavenly; we do not long for a long life in

earthly bodies, we long for our new spiritual bodies; our inheritance is not

earthly,  but  heavenly;  earthly  Jerusalem  is  not  our  mother,  but  the

êJerusalem above" the heavenly Jerusalem is our mother! 



Hence, we have two groups! Both are composed of many members¯

apostles, prophets, leaders, et cetera.  The first section is earthly, the second

section is  heavenly.  Both are composed only  of  elected saints!  Both  are

covered by the shed blood of Jesus, both are partakers of Jesus Christ, both

are referred to as the êchurch of God", and are referred to as êchurch" (Acts

7:38 - the ekklhsia - êchurch in the wilderness"); both will live eternally,

both will be joined under the one Head - Jesus Christ, Ephesians 1:10. This

notion of a êheavenly portion" seems to be carefully woven throughout the

Corinthian epistles, and it  seems very evident to this  writer. This subtle

evidence is why this writer suggests seeing the êportion" of I Corinthians

12:27 as a  heavenly portion. A literal translation of the Greek phrase also

suggests some portion is referred to. Yet the reader may not accept such a

suggestion here, as Paul does not identify the part! However, the fact of a

êheavenly portion" is made clear in the whole of the Pauline corpus, and

Ephesians proves this with vigor.  I Corinthians 12:27 is not the passage to

use to verify a êheavenly portion", it cannot serve as a êproof-text" here,

nor can it deny such an assertion! A comprehensive understanding of Paul's

theology is needed to add veracity to this writer's suggestion. I close with

this quote of Colossians 1:18, (NASB)

He is also head of the body, the church; and He is the beginning, the first-born

from the dead; so that He Himself might come to have first place in everything.


